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I’m looking forward to meeting with all of you next week to discuss your child’s academic, social, and
spiritual growth during the first quarter of the school year.  Please make every effort to be on time for
your scheduled conference.  Conferences are tightly scheduled.  See you Thursday!

Religion
Honesty is the first grade character trait.
Honesty is more than telling the truth.  It is
also keeping promises, playing fairly, doing
the right thing.  Please look for a time when
your child displays honesty.  We’ll be using
these examples of honesty later in the year
for our Character Trait Portfolios.

Memory Work
There is no memory work assignment next
week.

Math
Rather than using ounces and pounds, we
used pennies to weigh different objects and
then put the objects in order from lightest to
heaviest.  When adding two numbers, you can
start with the larger number and then count
on.  Example - 6+3, start with 6 and count on
7, 8, 9.

Spanish
We began learning the names for the parts of
our body - la cabeza - head; el cabello - hair;
los ojos - eyes; la nariz - nose; la boca -
mouth.

Reading
In Lesson 9 we will be sounding out words
with “s” blends - st, sw, sc, sm, sk, sn, sp, scr,
and str. Antonyms are words  that have
opposite meanings, - hot and cold are
antonyms.  The test for Lesson 9 will not be
until the first week in November.

Science
We have lost 20 minutes of sunlight since we
began keeping track on October 12th!
Winter brings COLD weather and
hibernating animals.  In spring the weather
becomes warmer as the days grow longer.
Many baby animals are born.  Spring rains
help the plants to grow and flowers to
bloom.  The longest day of the year is the
first day of summer.  The weather becomes
hot and dry.

Social Studies
The children have been enjoying finding
where we live on the United States map,
world map, and globe.

Grammar
We identified nouns for people, places,
animals, and things this week.



continued...

Character Role
Play
Information for the Character Role Play book
reports was sent home On Tuesday.  I will do
a demonstration for the children next week.
Be sure to let me know if you have any
questions.

Operation
Christmas Child
Please pack a shoebox and share the love of
Jesus with others!

Spelling
Due to the short week, there will not be a
new spelling unit or a spelling test next
week.

Pizza Hut
Congratulations to Ellie, Kenny, Lane, and
Parker for reading 10 books during the month
of October and receiving a certificate for a
personal pan pizza!

Go for the Goal
The following children completed their 20
goals this week - Alyson, Isaac, Gabby, River,
Sophie, and Amir.  Congratulations!  Just a
reminder that the deadline is coming up -
Monday, November 8, 2021.

Hav� � ��e�t ��e��n�!
Rem����r �o ��r���p o�� ��vi�� G�d.  Whe� ����s �a�l� �� h��e,
g�a��s �� �e�d��� an� ��t� ��n’t �a�t��, bu� ��� re����on���p

wi�� H�m ���l!


